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TERRACOTTA ANTEFIX FROM LANUVIUM.1
THE terracotta antefix here published possesses some interest in itself, but
more perhaps from the place and circumstances in which it was found. It is
one of those examples of architectural decoration which date from an early
time when the roofs and cornices of buildings were made of wood cased with
terracotta. In such circumstances the vertical joints of the roof-tiles had
to be protected against rain by covering-tiles, imbrices, which it was usual
to make semi-cylindrical in shape. At the lower extremities these imbrices
presented a disagreeable aspect which called for decoration, and this decoration
very frequently took the form of a palmette or a female face in relief which
was repeated from the same mould and placed in a continuous series along
the top of the cornice of the building. Till within recent years very little
was known of this sort of archaic decoration, as may be seen on reference to
the valuable memoir of Dorpfeld and others on the subject2 published in
1881. And though a good many objects of this class have been discovered
since then they have not yet been collected and published.
Among the examples found of late years it is interesting to observe the
occurrence of figure-subjects in place of, or in alternation with, the tradi-
tional female or Gorgon's face. The present is an instance. Apparently it
represents merely a Bacchic group of a Satyr and a Maenad, accompanied by
a Panther. The serpent which the Satyr holds in his right hand suggests a
Bacchic orgy. Apparently it is a group taken from some large composition
in which the Maenad would probably have carried a thyrsus or a serpent in
her left hand. But in this antefix she has never had a left hand. It has
simply been given up because a left hand projecting from the composition
would have been most unsuitable for an antefix and because the artist did
not see his way to modify the action of the left arm. The Satyr is not
pursuing the Maenad but joins with her in a forward movement, both of them
eagerly looking before them. It may be the advent of Dionysos that they
1
 This article was in the printers' hands I do not think that this article need be regarded
previous to the appearance of Prof. Furtwaeng- as superseded in any important respect. Prof.
ler"s Meisterwerke, which contains on p. 250 a Furtwaengler does not state where he obtained
photograph of this antefix. But as Prof. Furt- the photograph.
waengler is very brief on the subject, as his 2 Dorpfeld, Graeber, Borrmann, Siebold, Die
description of the satyr is more amusing than Verwendung von Terracotten am Geison und
accurate, and as his photograph misses some in- Dache Griechiscker auwerke. Winckelmann's-
teresting points which our drawing discloses, programm,
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are looking for. I cannot think of any explanation which would be more
satisfactory. Meantime the action of the Satyr in holding up his left hand
so as to shade his eyes is, so far as I know, new. This action answers to the
phrase viroa-Kotrov %&pa 3 which has been preserved from a drama of Aeschylus,
with an explanation that this movement of the hand was &<rirep ol dwoa-Ko-
irovvTe<s, and was employed by Satyrs and Panes in a dance known as the
<TKO7ro9 or a-Ka>7revfj,a. As has generally been thought, we have the same
action indicated in the description given by Pliny (xxxv. 138) of a picture
ANTEFIX FROM LANUVITJM. HEIGHT 16f INCHES.
by Antiphilus, a painter of the Ptolemaic age: nobilissimo Satyro cum pelle
pantherina quem Aposcopeuonta appellant. The finding of our archaic
antefix shows that the motive was no creation of the painter, though he may
well have been the first to utilize it for a single figure. The antefix is
brightly coloured, the panther spotted black on dun, the Satyr vermilion as
is also the drapery of the Maenad, which last has white borders, the face of
the Maenad white with eyes and eyebrows marked in black.
3
 JSTauck, Fragmenta Trag. Or. p. 81, and cp. p. 21.
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The antefix was found at Lanuvium, the modern Civita Lavinia, on land
belonging to Lord Savile, formerly Ambassador in Rome. On that land Lord
Savile has carried out very, considerable excavations for several years,
presenting the best part of the objects discovered to the British Museum.
The conspicuous feature of the site now is a ruined imperial villa, possibly
that of Antoninus Pius. The general aspect of the place is that of late
Roman times. But outside the villa, and close to it, there are to be seen the
semi-circular foundations of a small building which may well have been of
an archaic age suitable to our antefix. That building had been rased to the
ground, probably at the time when the imperial villa was constructed, and
from the circumstance that several archaic antefixes with pieces of cornice in
terracotta' were found buried near by, it is perhaps not unreasonable to
suppose^that they had originally been part of the architectural decoration of
the building.
SECTION OF ANTEFIX.
We know from Pliny (xxxv. 17) that Lanuvium had been one of the
oldest centres of art in Italy. He speaks of the ruins of a temple on the
walls of which there was painted an archaic group of Atalanta and Helena,
still well preserved and of such beauty that Caligula attempted to remove
it but was prevented by the condition of the material on which it was
painted. We know also that at Lanuvium there had been from early times an
important local worship, that of the goddess Juno Sospita, whose appearance
in later art, with a goat's-skin worn on the head much as Heracles wears the
lion's skin, is familiar from the statue in the Vatican and from coins. In
archaic art the type would probably have been the same.4 The belief was
that Lanuvium had been founded by Diomede with Greek settlers.
It is therefore not surprising to find at Lanuvium remains of an archaic
building dating from the time when roofs and cornices were constructed of
wood cased with richly decorated terracotta. In many respects these terra-
4
 One of the prodigies of the year B.C. 181 was that the image of Juno Sospita at Lanuvium
wept, Livy, xl. 19.
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cottas resemble those which were found in considerable numbers a few years
ago at Falerii and now exhibited in the villa Papa Giulio, outside the Porta
del Popolo, Rome. In the court of that villa a full-size restoration has been
made of the temple to which these Faliscan terracottas had belonged. We
have every reason to accept this restoration as in general correct, though the
full data for it have not yet been published. And in that case we shall have
before us a model which may be useful when Lord Savile's excavations, which
are still going on, shall have been completed. Meantime we are endeavouring
to put together in the Museum those of the pieces of cornice and antefixae
from Lanuvium which seem to have belonged to one building in such a way as
to give some slight idea of the original effect. But if these remains indicate a
building with a triangular pediment like the temple at Falerii, as they
appear to do, it will be difficult to reconcile them with the archaic semi-
circular foundations to which I have referred.6 An alternative will be to
assume that they had belonged to some other temple which had fallen in
ruins and been cleared away to make room for the imperial villa or, better
still, we may indulge the hope that Lord Savile's excavations may yet recover
the ruins of the very building which we require.
A. S. MURRAY.
5
 Lord Savile has published in the Archaeo- of the same, No. 45, p. 367, he has given an
logia, vol. 53, PL 7, one of the antefixae in the account of his excavation of the imperial villa,
form of a female face, and in a previous volume
